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Chapter 2201 2206-No Discrimination! 

Upon seeing this, ye chen turned around and used his divine thought. Immortals could transmit their 

voices. Everyone received this important information and then guided themselves. 

Evil Dominator absorbed the power of the Buddha light and guided his own evil energy to sense the 

power of the sacred monument. Soon, the sacred monument emitted a reflection of the Buddha light. 

Evil Dominator actually received the sacred monument's rating of superior-class! 

"Hahaha, how's my fate with Buddha?" 

Lord evil turned to the crowd and shouted arrogantly. 

"Lord Xie is indeed talented. I'll go next!" 

As he spoke, the heavenly oyster evil Lord stepped forward. He had been cultivating the Dharma in the 

vipralopa desert for a long time and believed that he was extremely proficient in the Dharma. He had a 

deep affinity with Buddha and would definitely succeed in one go. 

He walked to the sacred monument and put his hand on it. 

Instantly, the Buddha's shadow shone with Buddha's light once again, enveloping the heavenly cosmic 

evil Lord. The power of the Buddha's light scattered, and a Buddha's eye appeared where the heavenly 

Lake evil Lord's head was. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The Buddha's eyes received the Buddha's light. Instantly, the entire sacred tablet bloomed with light and 

was rated as superior-grade! 

"Hahaha!" 

Heavenly cosmic evil Lord laughed out loud. Not only had he comprehended the power of the Buddhist 

light, but he had also unlocked a higher level of Buddhist fate. He was very proud of himself. 

"Mighty, mighty!" 

The evil spirit Army shouted one after another, cheering for their leader. 

"The two supremacies are so strong, we can't fall behind!" 

"Yes, we also want to bring glory to the evil spirits!" 

Behind them, the dark spirits 'top eight all took big steps forward and tested one by one. 

Although the top five did not get a high level, there were still some who were of average level. The three 

dark power powerhouses behind them walked up. 

The top two received a low rating, but the last one actually experienced an abnormality during the test. 

"My head!" 
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He frantically scratched his head and continuously rolled on the ground. His entire person was in an 

extremely chaotic state. This was the first time such a situation had occurred, and everyone was very 

puzzled. 

"What's going on?" 

Lord Xie asked jieyin. 

"Ha, if you don't have enough talent and have a deep affinity with Buddha, you should be destroyed!" 

"What?" 

No matter what, this person was still a powerhouse in the evil spirit Army. Was he going to die Here? 

Lord evil was furious and asked honored Buddha jieyin to save this person. However, honored Buddha 

jieyin only shook his head slightly. 

"This is fate, I can't go against it!" 

"Bastard!" 

Evil supremacy wasn't going to give up. He released his evil energy, trying to control this person by force 

and make him return to an evil spirit. However, this person's spirit had already been affected by the 

Dharma and had become ethereal. There was no concept of an evil spirit in his mind. 

"It's all fabricated!" 

Then, he shouted "Xu Wang" and turned around to walk towards the void. Then, green smoke kept 

coming out of his body and he turned into ashes. 

"This!" 

Everyone turned pale with fright. Just a single beam of Buddhist light was enough to annihilate a Mystic 

immortal super expert. How powerful was the Buddha Emperor? 

"Mm ..." 

Ye chen smiled. The Buddha Emperor was someone who could speak to the heavenly Emperor. Such a 

method was ordinary. 

After the test, there were nine evil spirits left! 

After that, the people from the magic martial arts world went up. 

"Ha! We, the people of the magic martial arts world, can not fall behind!" 

"Yes!" 

Demon master bi 'an stepped on the demonic flames and walked on the path of guidance. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

Under the illumination of the Buddha's light, demon master lang wo's body actually reflected a powerful 

Dark Echo. Such a phenomenon surprised everyone. 



After that, demon master Yan Yan felt as if his body was weightless as he floated into the air. The 

surrounding space rapidly transformed, and the eighteen Arhat Venerables appeared. 

"Congratulations, Sir, for obtaining the might of the black Arhat!" 

"What is this?" 

"The power of 18 black Arhats, each with their own Divine Art, is for you to use!" 

"Dark Arhat power? Hahahaha!" 

Demon master lang wo's maniacal laughter shook the heavens and the earth. His entire body exuded an 

unparalleled dark Buddhist might. The surrounding space trembled uneasily as if he had fallen into hell. 

The people from the surrounding forces all revealed shocked expressions. The strange phenomenon 

that had happened to this man was too shocking. 

In the end, demon master bi an opened his eyes. Dark light illuminated the world, and the shadows of 

18 black Arhats appeared behind him. 

"How is that possible?“ 

Ye Chen's eyes turned slightly cold. He did not expect that demon master bi an of the magic martial 

world, a person who killed without blinking an eye, would actually receive a gift from the Buddha 

Emperor. This showed that the Buddha Emperor's Dharma was indeed indiscriminate. Regardless of 

one's identity, as long as one had the fate of Buddha and talent, one could receive a gift from the 

Buddha Emperor. 

The people of the immortal spirit world were naturally very unhappy and discussed animatedly. 

"A demonic creature can actually receive the Buddha Emperor's grace. What does the Buddha Emperor 

mean by this?" 

"The nine Heavens Buddha Emperor should be the light of the righteous path. How does he nourish 

demonic creatures?" 

The experts of the immortal spirit world were very unhappy. They all looked down on demon master 

lang wo's actions of obtaining the power of the Buddha Emperor. He even obtained the power of the 

dark Arhat. Many of the people of the immortal spirit world were thinking whether or not the nine 

Heavens Buddha Emperor was also a demon! 

"What?" 

Seeing such signs, the venerable of jieyin looked coldly at the experts of the immortal spirit world with a 

look of displeasure. 

"The Buddha Emperor's actions can not be discussed rashly. Otherwise, you can not bear the Buddha 

Emperor's judgment!" 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 



Lightning flickered and Thunder rumbled. Everyone could only shut up. After all, the scene of the 

abstruse immortal's death was still vivid in their eyes. 

"Go!" 

"Yes!" 

Demon master bi an gave the order, and the three demon Venerables stepped forward. 

White-eye, dome Dragon, and Nine-Tailed all attacked and also obtained the fate of Buddha. White-eye, 

Nine-Tailed obtained medium grade, while dome Dragon obtained high grade. 

However, three of the six great demonic world powerhouses behind them had died abnormally, which 

was a greater loss than the evil spirits. 

It was only because demon master lang wo had obtained the power of the eighteen black Arhats that he 

did not take it to heart. 

"The magic martial realm and the darkspirit realm have both fallen. Our immortal realm naturally can't 

fall behind. This time, we'll show them the power of our immortal realm!" 

Venerable fiery dragon said with confidence. 

"Good, good, good!" 

The immortal spirit world's experts and soldiers all started shouting and cheering. 

Venerable fiery dragon led the team, followed by the other four. 

Among them, venerable fiery dragon, venerable Cold Moon, and venerable frenzied sword had all 

received the Buddha Emperor's special power, which made them superior-grade; only venerable 

thundercloud, who only received an ordinary Buddha power, made him superior-grade. 

Out of the six immortal spirit world experts, two of them obtained low grade and actually killed four 

people, creating a small record. 

"This!" 

Venerable fiery dragon was infuriated when he saw the four true immortals of the immortal spirit world 

being killed. However, he didn't dare to act rashly in front of the Buddha Emperor. Moreover, it was still 

a great thing for the three great Reverends to receive special buffs. 

"Senior Brother Fire Dragon, just bear with it!" Taoist master leiyun said. 

"Sigh, alright!" 

Venerable fiery dragon suppressed his violent temper and looked at ye chen. 

The people from the three major forces had completed the test one after another. Now, only ye chen 

and the others had not completed it. Everyone wanted to know how far they could go. 

"Hahaha, a team led by a human. They won't be wiped out this time, right?" 

"Who knows?" 



The people from the major forces mocked him. At this time, ye chen walked on the road of guidance 

with cold eyes! 

Chapter 2202 Ye Chen's Appearance! 

Under ye Chen's lead, several powerhouses walked on the path of guidance. 

The first expert was an elder of yellow spring sect. He had an extraordinary cultivation base, a true 

immortal expert. 

"Hmph, everyone, I'll clear the name of yellow spring sect now!" 

"Alright!" 

The crowd shouted one after another, hoping that this strong man could win the Buddha Emperor's 

favor. 

Ye chen glanced at him. This person was surrounded by a lot of murderous aura, which was related to 

the technique he cultivated. Such a person could only rely on instant enlightenment. Otherwise, once 

the Holy monument determined that his fate with Buddha was not good, the consequences would be 

unpredictable. 

"The heart is sincere, do not resist!" 

"Yes, great emperor!" 

The expert walked forward, extremely confident in his own talent. After all, it was impossible for a 

cultivator to slowly reach the true immortal realm unless he had extremely good luck. 

He opened his hands and placed them on the sacred tablet. Suddenly, Buddha's shadows appeared one 

after another, and rays of light attacked the man. 

"Ah?" 

Suddenly, the man felt that he had fallen into hell. In an instant, countless lonely souls rushed towards 

him, which caught him completely off guard. He only thought that as long as his talent and cultivation 

were enough, he would definitely be favored by the Buddha Emperor. After all, if the people of the 

magic martial world and the evil spirit world could do it, how could he not? 

After underestimating the enemy and encountering such a soul-shaking change, the expert's response 

clearly had a problem. 

The people behind ye chen were shocked. They did not expect that the first person on their side would 

be in trouble! 

"Hahaha!" 

Upon seeing this, the people from the other forces around them laughed, especially those who had 

predicted that ye Chen's side would be wiped out. 

"As expected, it's good to die Here first!" 

"Let's wait for a good show!" 
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Everyone looked at the Holy monument. The master's face was pale, and he was obviously in a deep 

spiritual test. 

In that person's spiritual world, the hell around him continued to evolve. The state of madness had 

already exceeded his imagination. 

"Hateful!" 

He threw out a palm strike at the wandering ghosts. As a true immortal, he was very confident in his 

own strength. He believed that he could break through the realm in front of him with the power of a 

true immortal. 

However, after the palm was released, not only did it not destroy the lonely soul, but it was also 

absorbed by the lonely soul, and its power doubled. 

"How did this happen?" 

The man fell into a desperate situation. He was at a loss. How could he have imagined that there would 

be such a terrifying scene in the sacred monument? 

"Kill!" 

In his madness, when he struck out with his palm, it could only cause the lonely spirit to go berserk. 

"Squeak, squeak, squeak ..." 

Countless lonely souls attacked madly like a flood. 

Under such a powerful explosion, the expert fell into self-doubt and even thought of giving up. 

This was not his nature, but the influence of the surrounding environment. Not only could these spirits 

attack his Yuan Shen, but they would also wear down his will to fight and even make him choose death. 

Looking at the powerhouse's physical performance, ye chen could guess the predicament he was facing. 

"Your Majesty, what's going on?" 

The old ancestor asked. After all, the elder was the main force of yellow spring sect. The old ancestor 

didn't want him to die Here. 

"This person has fallen into a self-created predicament!" 

"A self-created predicament?" Everyone was puzzled. 

"That's right. This sacred tablet doesn't just test your physical talent. It also tests your martial will, 

spiritual cultivation, adaptability, and so on. Every single one of them is extremely important. This 

person is overconfident and has triggered the mental demon purgatory!" 

"What should we do?" 

"He can only break it by himself. I hope he remembers what I told him!" 



At this time, everyone finally understood how important the words ye chen had told the elder were. 

After ye Chen's explanation, everyone understood the true meaning behind it so that when they went 

on stage, they would not make the same mistake. 

At this moment, in the mental predicament that he had created, the powerhouse had calmed down. 

After all, he was a true immortal powerhouse. He had encountered many difficulties in his cultivation 

process but had survived. Now, he finally remembered what ye chen had told him. 

"A sincere heart can not be resisted!" 

The expert closed his eyes and sat cross-legged in the air. 

"The wondrous technique of a true immortal!" 

He released his spiritual energy and transformed his surroundings, no longer fighting against the spirits. 

In an instant, the evil energy dissipated. The spirits around him seemed to have lost their target and 

became blind. They stopped attacking when they saw the spirit sitting in front of them. 

"Emperor ye is indeed a godly man!" 

That powerhouse had only completely submitted to ye chen now and realized the difference between 

him and ye chen. 

In the end, although he did not obtain any special Buddhist power, he managed to keep his life. 

Seeing the expert open his eyes slightly and walk back to the sacred monument, the people from the 

other forces all looked displeased. They didn't expect that the show they wanted to see would not 

happen. 

After that, the five powerhouses moved out one after another. They acted according to ye Chen's 

instructions and escaped the danger one after another, obtaining this opportunity. However, due to his 

lack of talent and his lack of affinity with Buddha, he was still unable to obtain the power of the sacred 

monument. 

"Hmph, ye Chen's group still has four people left. They're considered the main force. What we want to 

see is that the minions at the front are fine, but the main force gets wiped out. That would be even 

more fun." 

"That's reasonable. I don't believe that these four people can all pass!" 

Many people from the other forces began to mock and curse ye chen and the others again. 

"Hmph, such a narrow-minded person dares to speak nonsense!" 

The netherworld ancestor walked forward and said coldly. 

"Netherworld patriarch, don't boast. Just die!" 

"I will not embarrass Emperor ye!" 

The netherworld patriarch sneered and walked toward the sacred tablet. Everyone held their breath and 

waited for the result. 



At that moment, the sacred tablet released the power of Buddha's light and enveloped the netherworld 

ancestor. Suddenly, the shape of a monk appeared behind him. Everyone looked over and saw that it 

was the Vajra Arhat. 

"No way! This bastard can get special Buddhist power?" 

Seeing this scene, many people from the other forces cried out. 

On ye Chen's side, everyone smiled, hoping that the netherworld ancestor would succeed. 

This time, the netherworld Grandmaster did not dare to make any decisions on his own and did 

everything ye chen said. As expected, he could obtain the special Buddhist power relatively easily 

without suffering a backlash. 

"Many thanks for the praise!" 

After passing the test, the netherworld Grandmaster bowed and returned to the team with the Vajra 

Arhat. 

"Congratulations!" 

The crowd congratulated the netherworld patriarch. 

At this time, old ancestor yellow spring and ye Wushuang entered the arena one after another. With 

their own talents, they could easily pass ye Chen's explanation. They obtained the Kasaya Buddha's 

punishment blade and the life-killing Buddha's sword respectively. 

In the end, everyone's attention returned to ye chen. After all, this was the last test and it was an 

operation that concerned the entire situation! 

Ye chen smiled and strolled forward. 

Chapter 2203 Tathagata's Test! 

"Hahaha, let's see this brat court his own death!" 

"You arrogant trash. You're dead this time." 

"After we die, we can receive the power of the heavenly spirit Buddha's nine reserves!" 

Many powerhouses were already eyeing ye chen covetously, waiting for him to die under the Holy 

monument, accept the jiuyun power, and ascend. 

In the face of these people's curses, ye Chen's face was expressionless. He took a step forward and 

suddenly, the light of Buddha bloomed to guide him. 

Previously, when everyone stepped on the path of guidance, there were not many changes. However, 

this time, the moment ye chen stepped on the path of guidance, the path of guidance seemed to be 

stimulated by some kind of stimulation and immediately activated holy light mode. 

The boundless Starlight fell on the path of guidance precisely because the heavenly Emperor had 

descended. 
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The Buddha's light became more and more intense, causing the surrounding powerhouses to fall into a 

state of shock. Even existences like demon master bi 'an, venerable fiery dragon, and Lord evil were 

slightly discolored. This was because the phenomenon that ye chen had triggered was too wonderful. 

Before he could touch the sacred monument, such a scene had already appeared. This could not help 

but make people think that when he touched the sacred monument, would there be an even more 

powerful phenomenon? 

Ye chen continued to move forward along the path of light. With every step he took, everyone became 

more nervous. Countless powerhouses stared at the figure on the path of guidance, hoping to see an 

even more magical scene. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

Ye chen finally reached out and touched the Holy monument. 

Suddenly, behind the sacred monument, the Buddha Emperor's shadow glowed. The surrounding space 

rapidly evolved and a Buddha Emperor's realm appeared, surrounding ye chen. 

"What's the meaning of this?" 

"Look, there's a strange space within a thousand feet of this person!" 

"This is too exaggerated. Is he trapped by the Holy monument or what?" 

Many strong cultivators could not figure out what this Buddha light strange space meant. The Buddha 

Dharma that rotated in it was even more exquisite and unparalleled. It was the true law of the Buddha 

Emperor. This was not something that ordinary people could accept. Only those who had truly been 

recognized by the Buddha Emperor could have this honor. 

The Holy monument was the condensation of the Buddha Emperor's power. He could already sense the 

heavenly Emperor's aura from ye Chen's body. Although they had met again in a different lifetime, it 

was easy to operate for an expert of this level. 

"Old friend, long time no see!" 

In this alternate dimension, everyone could only see a blank space. However, what ye chen saw was the 

Buddha Emperor's golden body. 

"You are the Buddha Emperor of the nine Heavens!" 

Ye chen opened his eyes and walked forward. To the people outside, ye chen was still sitting cross-

legged in the air, motionless. 

This alternate dimension had completely cut off ye Chen's connection with the outside world. Outsiders 

were unable to obtain internal information. 

Experts like the Scarlet Flame demon race and venerable fiery dragon were naturally aware of such a 

phenomenon. 

Demonic energy and celestial energy were all released and attacked the alien dimension. 



However, in front of the nine Heavens Buddha Emperor, their power was like a drop of water falling into 

the ocean, without any waves. 

They could only detect chaos and disorderly energy. They could not decipher any useful information 

from this energy. He could only return resentfully. 

Demon master lang wo looked at venerable fiery dragon, Lord Xie, and the other Supreme experts. He 

had failed, and what he was most worried about was that the others had succeeded. That would mean 

that his strength might be below the others, which was something he couldn't accept. 

At the same time, venerable fiery dragon and Lord evil also looked at him. 

The three of them looked at each other. Although they were expressionless, they were all experienced 

old experts. The same action showed that they had similar thoughts. 

"Ha, it seems like you haven't discovered the secret behind this!" 

Demon master bi an broke the silence and sneered. 

"Demon master Yan Yan, don't be so full of yourself. Do you really know the secret of this alternate 

dimension?" Venerable fiery dragon shouted. 

"The Holy monument is the treasure of the Buddha Emperor of the nine Heavens, so it's not surprising 

that the Buddha Emperor's divine sense exists in it. I don't think anyone here can resist the Buddha 

Emperor's divine sense. Since no one has found out the mystery of it, why don't you just admit it?" 

Evil Dominator asked with a cold smile. 

Demon master bi 'an and venerable fiery dragon furrowed their brows slightly and stopped talking. 

At this moment, the great ancestor, Wushuang, and the others were very worried about ye Chen's 

situation. He had been sealed in this unknown space. No one could know what was happening inside, 

and no one could stop it. 

"Forefather, how's Emperor ye?" An expert couldn't help but ask. 

"Everyone, what kind of person is great emperor ye? he is a peerless genius. We've already come all the 

way here. You don't think he's going to be in trouble, right?" 

"You're right, great ancestor. Emperor ye is our only hope. Nothing will happen to him!" 

"Yes, yes!" 

The crowd shouted one after another, hoping to boost ye Chen's fate energy. However, the other forces 

seized this opportunity and mocked him wildly as if ye chen was doomed this time. 

In the alternate dimension, ye chen was already conversing with the Buddha golden body. 

"Nine Heavens Buddha Emperor, since you know that I am the reincarnation of heaven and earth, what 

do you intend to do?" 

Ye chen still knew very little about the nine Heavens Buddha Emperor. This was because the information 

he had obtained from the memory fragments could only conclude that this person knew the previous 



heavenly Emperor. As for whether their relationship was good or bad, or if there were any other hidden 

secrets, ye chen did not dare to be careless when facing the nine Heavens Buddha Emperor. 

"Hahaha, old friend, it seems like you haven't recovered your memory and have forgotten our 

relationship." 

"Oh ... Tell me, what's your relationship with me?" 

"When I comprehended the Dharma, I encountered a bottleneck. I went to the heavenly Buddha 

Mountain to cultivate, hoping to break through. But I didn't expect the six Paths of Darkness to covet 

the secret of the heavenly Buddha Mountain and sneak attack me, causing me to be seriously injured. If 

it wasn't for my old friend, wouldn't I have died without a burial place?" 

"There's actually such a thing!" 

Ye chen looked at the Buddha Emperor coldly. It was natural that he could not see any flaws in the 

Buddha Emperor's face. He could only find the answer from his memory. However, ye chen could not 

recall the situation at that time no matter how hard he racked his brains because it was a memory from 

another life. 

Furthermore, it was definitely not a good time to open the Tian Yuan space now. 

Although ye chen was overbearing, he was not a reckless person. Regardless of whether the person 

before him was telling the truth or not, now was not the time to argue. 

"Nine Heavens Buddha Emperor, since I have saved you from your predicament, how are you going to 

repay me?" 

"Hahaha!" 

The Buddha Emperor laughed. 

"Old friend, you're still as bold and direct as ever! Since you've spoken, I'll fulfill your wish as long as 

you've heard of the test of Tathagata!" 

"The test of Buddha?" 

"That's right. My sacred tablet is one of the four symbols of Buddha and is extremely powerful. 

However, if you want to gain its recognition, the test of Buddha is inevitable!" 

"How do we test it?" 

"Life and death are up to fate, wealth and nobility are in the heavens!" 

"What?" 

Ye chen suddenly turned around and found that the Buddha golden body had already risen into the air. 

The entire space was rapidly changing. He had already entered a Golden Hall. 

Chapter 2204 The Hundred Lanterns Joint Ring! 
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In the golden light Hall, the Buddha Emperor's shadow reappeared. However, this time, the Buddha 

Emperor was expressionless and cold. It was clearly another Dharma power. In the face of such a state, 

ye chen knew that the person before him was no longer the person he was familiar with. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

Just as ye chen was sensing the situation in the surrounding space, light bloomed in the surrounding Hall 

and the Buddhist lamps lit up one by one. 

These Buddhist lamps shone with boundless auspicious light. However, these lights were not simple. 

They contained the power of Tathagata's four elements. They had a natural sense of dark energy, 

Pandora's ability, and other types of energy. Meanwhile, the dark energy and Pandora's ability in ye 

Chen's body were gradually illuminated by these lights. 

"The Dharma will not tolerate the existence of evil and demons!" 

The Buddha Emperor sighed. The light became even more intense, like a sea of fire from hell, 

surrounding ye chen. 

"Collect!" 

Facing the overbearing sea of fire, ye chen sneered and released the heavenly Serpent Black Tortoise. In 

an instant, all the power of fire entered the heavenly serpent's mouth and disappeared without a trace. 

Such a tough way of confrontation was shocking. 

However, the Buddha Emperor's Dharma still showed no expression. It seemed that no matter who his 

opponent was or what method he used to crack it, it made no difference to him. 

Ye chen stepped forward and saw that on both sides of the Golden Hall, the light of Buddha hung high 

and continued to emit light. The number of these lamps did not stop and was still increasing. One, ten, 

twenty. The prosperity of the Buddhist Dharma could split the sky and shake the earth! 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

The Buddha king's wrath flame attacked again. Ye chen did not refuse and the heavenly Snake Black 

Tortoise absorbed it again. 

The Buddha flames were extremely powerful, and their laws were extremely domineering. Once they 

entered the body, they would have a great restriction on abnormal energy such as demonic energy and 

evil energy. The source of darkness was the underworld God Power within the sky Snake Black Tortoise. 

The Buddha energy entered and instantly triggered the flames of war. The power of the Buddha 

Emperor fought against the power of the underworld God. 

The Buddha Emperor's wheel broke the six paths, and the power of the underworld God shook the past 

and the present! 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The two forces fought madly in the underworld God Space. The sky Snake Black Tortoise roared in the 

sky, and waves of pain caused its body to shake. 



The Buddha Emperor's Dharma form flicked his fingers and started to chant, causing the space to 

change. 

Twenty Buddhist lamps shone on ye chen at the same time like twenty stars. Their powerful might had 

already surpassed the peak of true immortality. 

"Good!" 

In the face of such power, ye chen wielded the celestial Thearch sword and slashed with no mercy. 

"Celestial Thearch sword Astral Slash!" 

One sword shook the universe, one sword shocked the nine Heavens, and one sword slashed out. The 

Buddhist light was instantly broken, and the lights were bright. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

As the space trembled, the Buddhist light dissipated. However, the 20 Buddhist lamps were not affected 

at all and were still suspended high in the air. 

"He has evil energy and demonic power, but he can still coordinate them so well. He even has the power 

of the underworld God. He's really an unusual person. However, everything before me is destined!" 

"Fixed number? Hahaha, the journey of the celestial Emperor has never been fixed. The destiny of the 

celestial Emperor has never been limited. Buddha Emperor, I will break your lamp formation today! I 

know that this light array is far from its complete form. Don't waste my time and show me your 

strongest form!" 

"Hahahaha!" 

As the Buddha Emperor's Dharma laughed wildly, the lights shone brightly and boundless Buddhist 

Dharma was brewing. Then, all the Buddhist lamps in the Golden Hall were lit up. There were as many as 

a hundred of them. It was one of the strongest formations in the Buddha realm, the Luan hundred lamp 

joint ring! 

"The Dharma is boundless, the hundred lanterns United ring!" 

The Dharma was solemn, the face was serious, and the hundred lanterns were linked together, all spells 

returning to their roots. 

The Supreme Buddhist Dharma evolved into the Supreme formation. With the hundred lanterns coming 

out at the same time, even ye chen felt an extremely strong pressure. His body even began to float 

involuntarily. Although there seemed to be no danger, ye Chen's sixth sense told him that this was an 

extremely dangerous battle! 

"Sword essence, kill!" 

Ye chen took the initiative to attack. He swung his sword at the hundred Lantern ring. He wanted to test 

the power of this array. 

"Whoosh!" 



The sword Qi rushed into the lamp formation. After that, there was only a flash of Buddhist light. Then, 

the sword Qi dissipated without a trace. 

Although ye chen had only casually swung his sword, this sword Qi contained the super-strong power of 

a heavenly Emperor. It would not be a problem to severely injure a true immortal. However, it was 

easily resolved by this lamp formation. One could see the power of this formation. 

"Very good. I like challenging things. Don't Let Me Down!" 

Ye chen flew up and hovered in the air. He used the power of the underworld around him and the vast 

darkness pool grew wildly. Countless black and gold glass covered the entire earth and extended toward 

the surrounding walls, covering the entire space of the light array. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

At this moment, the lamp formation sensed the power of the black-gold glazed tile and started to emit 

light. The Buddhist light was extremely magnificent and instantly covered the path of the source of 

darkness, devouring it. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

The power of the darkness pool was suppressed by the Buddhist light and began to melt and decrease. 

However, this did not shake ye Chen's determination to counter the entire lamp formation because this 

was the only way to break this formation. 

"Asura sky shaking kill!" 

Ye Chen's vigorous palm energy rose again. The Asura appeared, and Heavenly Thunder rumbled. When 

his sharp palm struck, the sky collapsed and the earth cracked. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The entire space fell into ye Chen's repeated bombardment. Under such an explosive environment, ye 

Chen's Buddhist light became dim. 

However, how could this be the only power in the Dharma of the 100 lamps joint ring? the Dharma of 

the Buddha Emperor was fully displayed, and the 100 lamps bloomed at the same time. Instantly, the 

power increased more than 100 times, causing even the source of darkness to fear the light. 

"Ancient God heaven shaking!" 

Sensing the weakening of his netherworld God Power, ye chen no longer held back and activated his 

ancient God's might. 

Instantly, the two-star Pangu Dharma form took form. It was extremely majestic and its true form rose 

from the ground, shaking the heavens. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Pangu waved his arm toward the hundred-Lantern ring. Sensing the great divine power of Pangu's arm, 

the hundred-Lantern ring activated its strongest form. Countless rays of Buddhist light shone toward the 

God of War Pangu, trying to forcibly contain Pangu's divine power. 



"Hahaha, it's that simple?" 

Ye chen sneered and released Pangu's divine might. With a sudden wave of his large arm, he instantly 

destroyed the ten lamps in front of him! 

Boom, boom, boom! 

Because ten of the lamps had been broken, the hundred lamps joint ring instantly showed a flaw. 

Thunder rolled in the sky, the sun and moon lost their light, and the anger of the Buddha Emperor was 

right in front of them. 

"Impudent!" 

The Buddha Emperor was furious. He twisted his fingers and emitted a Supreme Buddhist light. Ye chen 

immediately felt the true form of Pangu and a sharp pain came from his shoulder. The Buddhist light 

penetrated Pangu's shoulder and golden blood flowed. 

"Hmph, black-gold glass!" 

Ye chen was not afraid of the intense pain in his shoulder. He released the black-gold glaze and instantly 

covered the wound. 

"Now is the final battle!" 

The ancient God turned to look at the Buddha Emperor's Dharma form. He put his palms together and 

activated the Pangu Heart Sutra. 

"Ancient God Heart Sutras: Pangu darkness breaker!" 

The vigorous palm print rushed towards the hundred lanterns joint ring. Instantly, the hundred lanterns 

trembled and the Buddha Emperor's shadow shattered. The vigorous divine might was unstoppable! 

"Impossible!" 

The Buddha Emperor's Dharma power couldn't believe what he was seeing, but the power of an ancient 

God was indeed not something he could stop. 

The entire Dharma realm of the Buddha Emperor started to collapse! 

Chapter 2205 Furious Beheading The White Eyes! 

"Is this all you've got?" 

Ye chen asked coldly after breaking the lamp formation. This was not enough for him. What he wanted 

was a battle of life and death. Only then could he stimulate the Pangu divine spark's strongest power. 

This was one of the characteristics of the ancient God Power. 

"Hahaha!" 

The sound of maniacal laughter rang out again, and the Buddhist Emperor's Dharma form regrouped, 

even several times stronger than before. 
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"The hundred Lantern ring is one of the most powerful Buddhist formations. Do you think it's so easy to 

break? Let me tell you, the strongest power of the hundred Lantern ring is to seal the devil!" 

"Seal the devil? Hahaha, then this Emperor is a demon. Come on, try sealing me!" 

"You arrogant son, you deserve to die!" 

The Buddha Emperor's angry eyes opened. The Buddha light turned into a sea of fire and surrounded 

them again. This time, it was the Shura's angry flame. Its power was on a completely different level from 

the previous Buddha flames. 

"The light of Buddha is blazing, Asura of the raging sea!" 

The Buddha Emperor's Dharma frantically cast spells, and the Asura's angry sea appeared, which moved 

the gods. 

"Buddha's sword slash!" 

In his anger, a sword appeared from the sky and landed in the Buddha Emperor's Hand. It shone with a 

bright light and its powerful Buddha might shocked the nine Heavens and ten lands! 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The Grand slash was like a Heavenly Mountain descending and the vast sea flowing. 

"The celestial Emperor has ordered the destruction of the misty Heavenly Sword!" 

In the face of such a Grand attack, ye Chentian drew his sword and activated the heavenly Emperor 

token. The heavenly Emperor token's strongest attack was unleashed. 

The Grand sword radiance gathered the celestial Thearch's spiritual energy and absorbed the spirits of 

ghosts and deities. The heavenly Sword collapsed and destroyed all Dharma! Breaking the firmament 

and shaking the untainted land, the celestial Emperor's strongest sword against the Buddha Emperor's 

Shura sword, who would win? 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Between heaven and earth, countless spaces collapsed, and countless energies were rendered useless! 

The entire Dharma form of the Buddha Emperor was pierced through by the heavenly Sword and 

shattered in the air. 

"Impossible!" 

The Dharma form erupted in flames. Ye Chen's sword shook the world and destroyed the Asura myriad 

world technique. 

"Heaven serpent Black Tortoise!" 

"Roar!" 

The heavenly snake Xuanwu seized the opportunity and devoured the Dharma in front of it. 



The Asura of the Furious sea, one of the highest mental cultivation methods in the Buddhist realm, had 

entered the mouth of the heavenly snake Xuanwu. 

"Hahaha!" 

The roar shook the nine Heavens. In the sky, there was only one person standing alone. It was the 

heavenly Emperor ye chen! 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

The hundred lanterns joint ring and the Furious sea Asura, the two strongest secret techniques of the 

Buddhist realm, were absorbed by ye chen. He then looked at the golden light Hall. The sky was clear 

and boundless, welcoming the heavenly Emperor's arrival. 

After breaking through the Buddha Emperor's wrath in the golden light Hall, ye chen had finally passed 

the sacred monument's test. 

With a shocking explosion, the entire alternate space shattered in the air. Ye chen walked out of it and 

saw everyone again in a different lifetime. 

"Ah?" 

All the powerhouses thought that ye chen would die in this alternate dimension and were ready to 

besiege the people of ye Chen's forces. However, at this moment, ye chen had returned with a strong 

stance and boundless divine might. When the people of the magic martial world and the darkspirit world 

saw this, they all retreated three hundred steps. 

"Emperor ye, you're finally back! We were almost ambushed by these bastards!" 

"Yes, Emperor ye, you shall seek justice for us!" 

Everyone stepped forward, hoping that ye chen would make the decision. 

"What?" 

Ye chen suddenly turned around and looked at the people from the magic martial world and the 

darkspirit world. Those powerhouses were all frightened, thinking that they had seen endless killing 

intent in ye Chen's eyes. At the same time, the powerful Buddhist power emitted from his body actually 

resonated with the Holy monument. Such a phenomenon was too shocking. 

"You want to ambush my men?" Ye chen asked coldly. 

"Ha, Who Do You Think You Are? you want to be Cheng Wei before Lord Xie and demon master 

Qianqian?" 

Some experts were unconvinced and came forward to argue. 

"The blazing Dharma of the angry-eyed Asura!" 

Ye chen did not reply. The Buddha Emperor's wrath had already struck. 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 



Suddenly, countless flames of Buddha's wrath appeared in the entire space. It was the strongest flame 

90000 feet below the Shura hell. It turned into a killing sword and rushed toward the man. 

"Ah?" 

In his panic, the man activated his true immortal's strongest law to resist, hoping to intimidate ye chen. 

However, he did not know that ye chen was using the Buddhist Emperor's Secret technique. The height 

of the law was beyond his understanding. Only ye chen had the foundation to use such a high-level 

secret technique at the true immortal realm. 

"Swish!" 

The sword of slaughter transcended the limitations of space and arrived in front of the true immortal 

level dark energy Master in the blink of an eye. 

"Don't even think about it!" 

That person couldn't just sit and wait for death. He released his Infinite Dark energy and activated the 

dark energy formation, covering the entire space. 

"Swish!" 

However, the Asura Slaughter Sword was completely unaffected by these evil power arrays. This was the 

most powerful aspect of Asura's judgement-it could ignore space and magical realms! 

"Pfft!" 

"Ah!" 

The magic sword instantly pierced through the man's body, and his dark energy dissipated. The dark 

energy powerhouse collapsed on the spot. 

This kind of power was clearly different from the previous ye chen. Only then did everyone know that 

after ye chen had rushed out of the alternate space, he had obviously been blessed by the Holy 

monument's special Buddhist power. However, they did not know that the person who had given ye 

chen this power was the master of the Holy monument, Nine Heavens Buddha Emperor! 

"Ye chen, how dare you kill the people of my darkspirit realm!" 

Upon seeing this, the white-eyed demon venerable was furious and stepped forward to berate ye chen. 

"Kill the people of your evil spirit realm? Ha, even if I have to kill you, it will only take a blink of an eye. 

Immediately kneel down and apologize to my people, or else, I will not keep your head!" 

"What?" 

Ye Chen's wildness had far exceeded demon venerable White-eye's imagination. He had never thought 

that he would be threatened by such a lack of dignity in order to stand up for himself. As the demon 

venerable of the magic martial world, how could he endure such humiliation? 

"White eyes, open eyes, obliteration formation!" 



The white-eyed Empyrean realm rose again and extended toward ye chen. The white-eyed demon 

venerable wanted to completely suppress ye chen and then crush him. 

"The blazing Dharma of Buddha is a dazzling Asura arena!" 

Just as the white light filled the air, ye chen opened the Shura world again. The Buddha Emperor's angry 

face appeared behind him. 

This level of anger instantly suppressed demon venerate White-eye's mind, causing his body to shiver 

uncontrollably. He felt a chill down his spine as if he had fallen into the depths of hell. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

Then, the white-eyed all heaven realm was no match for the Asura array at all. In the blink of an eye, it 

was devoured by the Asura array. Not only did it not restrict ye chen in any way, but it had also turned 

into an Asura array that came toward itself. 

"This, this!" 

The white-eyed demon venerable could no longer hide his fear. As a demon venerable rank 

powerhouse, he was equivalent to the human race's abstruse immortal level. In front of a true immortal 

like ye chen, he was like an ant. His arrogance was just a joke! 

"Asura Slaughter Sword!" 

"Swish!" 

Demonic blood took five steps, and his head flew into the air, rolling down to the ground. 

"Ah!" 

Such a shocking power instantly intimidated the entire demon Army, making them not dare to act 

rashly. 

"Great emperor, mighty, mighty, mighty!" 

The human race's reputation was instantly boosted. Ye Chen's strength was something that even the 

great ancestor and Wushuang were pleasantly surprised. No matter how they imagined it, the secret 

technique ye chen had obtained from the Holy monument was so powerful. 

Chapter 2206 2211-Berserker's Judgment Of Life And Death! 

Demon venerable White-eye, a demon venerable second only to a true demon, had died in ye Chen's 

hands. Moreover, it seemed that ye chen had not used much effort. He had relied on the special 

Buddhist power he had obtained from the sacred monument to easily kill him. This showed that the 

power of the sacred monument was unfathomable. Once a cultivator received the Buddhist power, their 

strength would undergo a qualitative change. 

"Ye chen!" 

Seeing that the white-eyed demon venerable had been killed by ye chen, one of the three venerable 

Masters, the Nine-Tailed demon venerable and the vault Dragon Demon venerable were both furious. 
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They locked their cold eyes on ye chen, wanting to avenge the white-eyed demon venerable and restore 

the red demon clan's might at the same time. 

"Ha, how is it? Is there any difference between the two of you? or are you both trash like him?" 

In the face of the two demon Venerables 'killing intent, ye chen sneered. He did not care about the two 

of them targeting him at all. He even mocked them. 

Such an action greatly reduced the red fiend clan's prestige and even made them the laughing stock of 

the evil spirit world and the immortal spirit world. 

"Hahaha, so this is the red Fiend Race that invaded us? What a disgrace!" 

Lei Yun Zhenren from the immortal spirit world sneered. 

After that, the powerhouses of the celestial realm spoke one after another. All of them were mocking 

the red demon clan. After all, the enmity between the celestial realm and the magic martial realm had 

been too long. They had always been unconvinced of each other and would not let go of this 

opportunity to mock each other. Even if this opportunity was created by ye chen, they did not care. 

After all, the powerful beings of the immortal spirit world were too confident in their own strength. 

"Lei Yun Zhenren, how dare you slander my red fiend clan. You are courting death!" 

Fiend supremacy Skydragon's eyes widened in anger as he glared at perfected thundercloud. The 

situation had been triggered. 

However, Reverend leiyun was not afraid at all. Now that the red fiend Army had been defeated by ye 

chen, it was the time for the rise of the immortal spirit world. He would not let this opportunity go. 

Behind him, venerable fiery dragon and venerable Cold Moon had silently agreed with Reverend leiyun's 

actions. This was the concrete embodiment of the irreconcilable tradition of Immortals and demons. 

"Hmph, in front of the powerhouses of the immortal spirit world, you're too arrogant, fiend supremacy 

Skydragon!" 

Perfected being thundercloud snorted coldly and struck out a lightning palm at fiend supremacy 

Skydragon. 

"Don't you dare!" 

As the head of the three demon Venerables, how could fiend supremacy Skydragon swallow the insult? 

he flew up and went straight for perfected thundercloud. 

"Hahaha, come on!" 

Lei Yun Zhenren did not show any weakness and flew up at the same time. The two of them started 

fighting in the sky. 

At that moment, ye chen turned to look at the sacred monument. 

"Hundred lanterns United ring, return of the Holy monument!" 



With a wave of ye Chen's hand, the Buddha Emperor's shadow appeared, and the hundred Lantern ring 

appeared again. At the same time, they surrounded the sacred monument. 

Such an action shocked everyone. They did not know what ye chen was up to but the powerful Buddhist 

Dharma revealed by the hundred lanterns joint ring formation made everyone understand that the 

Buddhist Dharma rules ye chen had obtained from the Holy monument were far superior to others. This 

speculation made demon master bi 'an, venerable fiery dragon, and the other powerhouses who were 

overseeing the major forces feel threatened. 

Although ye Chen's cultivation base was not high, his luck and talent had surpassed the limits of his 

cultivation base. He had become a thorn in their side. 

"Does this kid want to control the Holy monument?" 

By observing ye Chen's behavior, adept coldmoon's eyes turned cold as he uttered some shocking 

words. 

Reverend fiery dragon and Reverend wild sword were both shocked. They looked at Reverend Cold 

Moon and asked,"Senior brother lengyue, could this be true?" 

Although master Cold Moon had not mastered any profound Dharma, she had obtained a special 

Buddhist power from the sacred cup, so she had some understanding of the sacred monument. It could 

even be said that she was the person who had the deepest understanding of the sacred monument 

among all the people present besides ye chen. 

He could tell that the power of the hundred lanterns link was of the same origin as the power of the 

sacred monument. The greatest possibility of such a power mixing was to control the sacred monument. 

"This kid is abnormal, we must pay attention to him!" 

"Senior brother lengyue, how are things now?" Venerable crazysword had a grudge against ye chen for a 

long time. He wanted to stop ye Chen's operation. 

"Destroy this person's Buddhist formation!" 

"Alright, leave it to me!" 

Venerable frenzied sword sneered at ye chen. He held the frenzied sword in his hand, which flickered 

with a cold light and emitted a murderous aura! 

"Sword rain slithering the wind and clouds!" 

It was a high-grade mystical power that went straight for ye Chen's body. 

"What?" 

Ye chen was fully focused on releasing the hundred lanterns joint ring when he suddenly felt a gust of 

wind behind his ear. A powerful sword Qi with endless killing intent rushed toward him. 

"Nether King's star picking hand!" 



In the face of such a violent sword Qi, Ye Chen's eyes were cold and his heart was calm. He used the 

nether King's star picking hand to counter it. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The shadow of the underworld God's huge palm came down from the sky and accurately caught the 

sword Qi. Then, he suddenly squeezed and with a "crack", the sword Qi was shattered into pieces and 

scattered in the sky. 

"What?" 

In the face of such a massive palm print, venerable frenzied sword was furious. His one-and-a-half sneak 

attack was powerful enough to kill abstruse Immortals with ease. Why was it so difficult to use it on ye 

chen? 

With all these hiccups and the hatred of ye chen forcefully taking away the fragment of the heavenly 

book, venerable frenzied sword could not control himself. 

"Berserk blade!" 

He threw out the sword body of the crazed sword into the air, which was constantly emitting sword Qi 

light. The Grand sword light was like a high mountain, standing in the air. At this moment, Daoist crazily 

sword released his most powerful sword style, which he had recently comprehended. 

"The heavenly book sets the will of heaven, and the sword judges life and death!" 

Once this sword was used, it would consume all of venerable frenzied sword's celestial energy. This was 

a self-harming move to kill the enemy I unless it was absolutely necessary, venerable frenzied sword 

would not use it. However, he had been defeated many times before ye chen i this time, he had 

personally asked to take on the task. If he did not regain his face, he, venerable frenzied sword I did not 

need to continue staying in the immortal spirit world. It was no different from death! 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

Behind venerable frenzied sword, the afterimage of the heavenly book appeared. Following that, the 

characters of the heavenly book bloomed continuously and merged with the sword intent of the 

frenzied sword. It evolved into the judgment sword Qi that could kill gods and annihilate Buddhas. It 

vowed to kill ye chen. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The mighty sword power was overwhelming. The experts of the surrounding forces felt that they 

couldn't move at all. The sword power was so strong that they would be killed if they moved even a little 

bit. Only Supreme experts like venerable fiery dragon and demon master Zhuanxu could move. 

Even venerable fiery dragon and venerable lengyue were shocked to see such power breaking through 

their limits. They did not expect venerable crazysword to use such a self-harming move for a mere 

"puny" ye chen. 

"Junior Brother Kuang Jian is really crazy!" Venerable fiery dragon said. 



"AI, he was driven mad by that kid!" Daoist Cold Moon sighed, but he hit the nail on the head and 

explained the real reason for Daoist crazblade's madness. 

On the magic martial world's side, demon master bi 'an led two demon Venerables and watched the 

Tigers fight from the sidelines. Whether venerable wild sword died or ye chen died, it would not be a 

loss for them! 

"Hahaha!" 

Ye chen laughed. 

"I didn't expect that you would go through so much trouble to kill me, even at the cost of losing all your 

celestial energy. Unfortunately, you miscalculated!" 

"What?" 

Chapter 2207 No One Dares To Block The Crippled Berserk Sword! 

"Hundred lanterns joint ring!" 

Ye chen reversed the power of the hundred lanterns joint ring and directed it all in venerable frenzied 

sword's direction. At the same time, a blood-red light appeared in his palm. He pressed one hand on the 

sacred monument. Instantly, the sacred monument glowed brightly. Layers of Buddha's shadows fused 

with the power of the same source and began to shake wildly. 

"Slash!" 

Naturally, venerable crazed sword did not believe in heresy. No matter what was in front of him, he 

would break through whims and kill ye chen. 

However, as the sword slashed down, the hundred lanterns released Buddhist light, which turned into 

Buddhist eye shackles and entangled the sword radiance. 

The sure-win sword attack was actually unable to break through the hundred Lantern ring's network. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

At the same time, the hundred Lantern ring activated divine lightning and frantically bombarded Daoist 

crazily sword's main body. 

Ye chen had long known that these people would not allow him to easily subdue the sacred monument. 

In that case, the hundred lanterns Alliance was not to subdue the sacred monument but to defend 

against those who prevented him from subduing the sacred monument. 

"Buddha Emperor seal!" 

The bloody light in his palm transformed into the Buddha Emperor seal and completely activated the 

meridians of the sacred monument. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

In a flash, the sacred monument's body shrank after shaking and returned to ye Chen's palm. 
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At the same time, under the obstruction of the hundred lanterns joint ring, Zhenren crazily sword 

couldn't release his sure-win sword. Instead, he was bound by the shackles of the Buddha's eye. 

"Is this all you've got, Daoist master crazily sword?" 

Ye chen asked coldly. He had subdued the Holy monument and his might was stronger than before. 

"Damn it!" 

Daoist crazysword felt greatly humiliated. He forcefully gathered his previous sword Qi, hoping to kill the 

enemy with one strike. 

However, it was impossible for him to gather the complete sword Qi in the hundred lanterns joint ring. 

Before he could gather the complete sword Qi, his sword Qi was still broken by the nine rays of the 

Thunder God's power. 

As the sword Qi continued to dissipate, Daoist crazily sword's Foundation rapidly declined, and he no 

longer had the ability to use his berserk sword. 

"Hahaha!" 

In the midst of ye Chen's thunderous laughter, venerable frenzied sword transformed into an old man 

and floated weakly in the air. 

"What?" 

Such a shocking change caused the immortal spirit world's Army to fall into a state of shock. Venerable 

frenzied sword, a Supreme heavenly immortal, had been completely crushed by ye chen. He had not 

even caused ye chen any harm before he had lost all his cultivation. 

"Old man wild sword, you don't have the ability to use this sword now. It belongs to me!" 

"You, what do you want to do?" 

Venerable frenzied sword screamed in a hoarse voice but it was useless. His voice could no longer cause 

any waves. Everything was under ye Chen's control. 

"[Starseizing hand]!" 

Ye Chen's hand reached out and the frenzy sword was forcibly absorbed into his hand. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

However, the frenzied sword continued to tremble. It was clearly not obeying ye Chen's control. 

However, how could it not obey the celestial Thearch? 

"You dare to be unconvinced? Burning Sky and melting earth hand!" 

Seeing that the frenzy sword had acknowledged its master and refused to submit to ye Chen's control, 

ye chen did not hold back. He immediately released the burning heaven and earth palm. The entire 

frenzy sword within the furnace did not have any vitality left. It could not control itself at all and turned 

into sword water. 



"Celestial Thearch sword!" 

"Whoosh!" 

The celestial Thearch sword flew up to the nine Heavens and absorbed the sword soul of the frenzy 

sword. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

After absorbing the sword soul of the frenzy sword, the celestial Emperor sword shone brightly, and its 

quality soared. 

At the same time, because of the connection with the origin, ye Wushuang's cultivation base had soared 

and his strength had increased greatly. 

"Hahaha, Wushuang, how do you feel?" 

"Thank you, master. I feel great!" 

Ye Wushuang pointed his sword to the sky. Suddenly, the nine fields shook, the wind and thunder 

moved, and the power of the sword Qi was unparalleled! 

Not only had the celestial Spirit world lost a heavenly immortal, but ye Chen's strength had also 

increased again. It was a double loss. Such an exchange was unacceptable. 

"Ye chen, how dare you cripple the people of the immortal spirit realm!" 

Lei Yun Zhenren shouted angrily. 

"Why not? Daoist master crazily sword has targeted me many times, and now he's asking for it. It's the 

heavenly Dao's doing!" 

"You!" 

The powerhouses of the immortal spirit world were all stumped by ye Chen's words. Their expressions 

were twisted. However, if even venerable frenzied sword was not ye Chen's match, who would dare to 

act rashly? 

The human race went into a frenzy again. Ye chen had killed demon venerable White-eye, crippled 

venerable frenzied sword, and defeated two powerhouses from the magic martial world and the 

celestial Spirit world in a row. Such power had already surpassed the leaders of forces such as demon 

master bi 'an and venerable fiery dragon. He had won glory for the human race and obtained a better 

opportunity for everyone's survival. 

"Hmph! It's up to you whether you want to fight me to the end or continue to search for the Buddha 

Emperor's treasure!" 

Ye chen turned around and walked toward the great ancestor and the others, leaving the other forces 

behind and letting them choose. One person could take on a million troops. What boldness! 

The powerhouses of the magic martial realm and the immortal spirit realm all had unconvinced 

expressions on their faces. They all requested to fight and take revenge. 



However, demon master lang wo, venerable fiery dragon, and the other leaders all fell silent. They didn't 

care about the lives, but the Buddha Emperor's treasure. 

Now, fighting ye chen to the death would not benefit them much. Instead, it would allow the other 

forces to reap the benefits without doing anything. It was better to stop the war and find the Supreme 

treasure. When they got the treasure, they could settle the new and old debts together. 

"Bring him back!" 

Venerable fiery dragon waved his hand. 

"Yes!" 

Several experts flew up and brought Daoist crazily sword back. 

Meanwhile, the magic martial arts world had also sent people to clean up demon venerable White-eye's 

body. The battle between perfected thundercloud and the sky Dragon had also stopped. Everything 

seemed to have returned to normal. All this was naturally within ye Chen's expectations. 

The Buddha Emperor's treasure was what these leaders cared about. Ye chen knew this well. So, so 

what if he provoked these powerhouses? they did not dare to make a move. Even if he really wanted to 

fight to the death, ye chen had no fear! 

This was the confidence of the celestial Emperor and the might of the Buddha Emperor! 

"Hahaha, since you've abandoned all previous enmities, then come!" 

,m The honored Lord of India smiled and continued to lead the group. 

The people from the four forces followed the India Reverend, passing the sacred monument and 

heading to the Buddha Emperor's treasured land. 

After walking for about a moment, another extraditor appeared in front of them. It could be seen that 

venerable Sanming had three trials. The first trial of the sacred monument had already ended. Ye chen 

had seized the sacred monument, obtained the hundred Lantern ring, and the power of the raging sea 

Asura. He was undoubtedly the biggest beneficiary. 

Now that the second venerable extraditor had appeared, it was a sign that the second round of the test 

was coming. 

"What is the second test, extraditor?" Asked venerable fiery dragon. 

"Do you see the endless peaks ahead?" 

"Mm ..." 

Everyone raised their heads to look at the sky, and sure enough, it was shrouded in clouds and fog. A tall 

mountain shot into the sky. 

"The test this time is simple. We'll climb the mountain!" 

"Mountain climbing?" 



The crowd looked at each other, not knowing what this meant. 

The venerable extraditor stepped forward and explained,""This peak was where the Buddha Emperor 

cultivated before. As the height of the peak increases, the Buddha power it contains becomes more and 

more intense. At the same time, there are various heavenly Dao marks collected by the Buddha Emperor 

hidden on it. Are you all ready?" 

Chapter 2208 The Purple Lightning Lion! 

"Hahaha, it's just a simple mountain climb. Is this a test? This Buddha Emperor is looking down on us too 

much!" 

A powerhouse from the magic martial arts world said disdainfully. 

"Whether or not I'm looking down on you, you'll understand when you go up the mountain. The Buddha 

Emperor's Majesty is not something you can look down on." 

The venerable glared at the powerhouse. Suddenly, a powerful force filled the air and pressed toward 

him. The powerhouse from the magic martial arts world felt as if he had lost control of his body and was 

suspended in the air. He felt as if his body was going to explode in the air. He was in great danger. 

"Ah, ah ..." 

He let out a terrified cry. His martial will was still being suppressed by the venerable jieyin's powerful 

might, and he could not even speak. 

"Do you admit your mistake?" Asked the venerable. 

"I, I ... I know my mistake, I know my mistake." 

In the face of life and death, the strong could only yield. In the demon race, the higher the cultivation 

base of the cultivator, the more they valued their own life. This was the control of the unique genes of 

the demon race. Because these people were regarded as talents by the demon race, their genes had 

more self-protection mechanisms. As for those demon soldiers with low cultivation bases, they had a 

strong genetic mechanism that allowed them to follow orders, allowing them to forget themselves and 

fight on the battlefield, not fearing death. 

"Jieyin the venerable, that's enough!" 

At that moment, the eyes of the firmament Dragon Demon venerable narrowed, and a beam of demonic 

light shot out, cutting off the connection between the venerable jieyin and the powerhouse from the 

devil martial arts realm. 

The expert fell to the ground, gasping for breath. His entire body was trembling. That hellish feeling was 

too real. Even a demon couldn't resist the hidden suppression. 

"Above the Buddha Emperor Peak is the integration of countless space barriers. There are opportunities 

everywhere. It depends on your talent and luck. Of course, you will meet at any time. At that time, life 

and death will be up to the heavens!" 

"Hmph, you talk too much. When do we start?" 
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An evil spirit powerhouse shouted. 

"Are you in such a hurry to die? let's start!" 

Jieyin put his palms together and released a Buddhist secret technique. Instantly, the outer 

enchantment of the entire Buddha Emperor Peak opened automatically, and a mountain path appeared 

in front of everyone. 

"Please!" 

"Charge!" 

The people from the four major forces who were selected rushed toward the mountain road one after 

another. In the beginning, the people from the major forces all went in groups, but as they gradually 

went deeper, some experts began to find their own path. 

Ye chen led the great ancestor, Wushuang, netherworld great ancestor, and the others up a mountain 

path. 

The mountain path was very wide at the beginning, but as they progressed, they found that the 

mountain path was getting narrower and narrower. Moreover, after walking to a certain point, there 

would be forks in the road. As time passed, there were more and more forks. 

This was unusual because ye chen judged that the appearance of this fork was likely related to the 

group's operation. 

"Venerable one, does the number of people on this fork have anything to do with the number of people 

we're working with?" 

Ye chen asked venerable jieyin, who was standing in the sky. 

"Hahaha, that's up to you to decide." 

The venerable jieyin laughed and did not reply but ye chen already knew the answer. 

At the fork in the road, everyone gathered again. 

"Great emperor, what should we do?" 

The old ancestor stepped forward and asked. Because of their many operations, they didn't find any 

treasures. On other roads, those who acted alone or in smaller teams had already found treasures. 

Moreover, they had encountered fewer forks, which clearly showed the problem. 

"Everyone here is smart. If we don't separate now, not only will we not be able to get the treasure, but 

we might even encounter more danger!" 

"The great emperor is right. We'll split up!" 

Those who could enter the Buddha Emperor Peak were all experts, so they naturally had nothing to fear. 

"Alright, let's split up!" 



Everyone headed toward a fork in the road. After watching the great ancestor and Wushuang leave, ye 

chen looked at his own path. 

"Let's go!" 

He flew out and quickly disappeared from the mountain road. 

After acting alone, the surrounding environment had indeed evolved into a new pattern. Although the 

pressure had increased, ye chen could sense that the Buddhist power contained in the surrounding 

space was much purer than before. 

He was carrying the Buddha Emperor's sacred tablet and was extremely sensitive to Buddhist power. 

"Guide the way with the sacred tablet!" 

Ye chen extended his hand and the Holy monument appeared in his palm. Then, the surrounding 

Buddhist power gathered toward the Holy monument. 

After absorbing the Buddhist power, the sacred monument emitted a Buddhist light, guiding ye chen 

forward. 

Following the guidance of the Buddhist light, ye chen quickly entered a special mountain path. It was 

filled with lightning and thunder and dark clouds. However, the guidance of the Buddhist light was never 

wrong. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

Not long after he stepped onto the path, ye chen felt a new power. This power was not Buddhist power 

but contained the power of Heavenly Thunder. 

"Could this be the heavenly Dao imprint that the venerable jieyin mentioned?" 

Before they climbed the mountain, the honored guide had mentioned that there were countless 

heavenly Dao marks left by the Buddha emperors on the Buddha Emperor Peak. Obviously, these 

heavenly Dao marks were very beneficial for the improvement of cultivators. 

"The mark of the heavenly path. Very good. It's the Thunder God Dharma form!" 

Nine Thunder God's seals appeared between ye Chen's brows. Instantly, waves of heavenly energy 

surrounded his body, allowing him to sense the surrounding space. 

Ye chen believed that there must be a true meaning behind the guidance of the Holy monument. The 

power that he could match with the heavenly Dao was the nine Thunder God Dharma forms that he had 

subdued during the heavenly Tribulation. Now, ye chen was going with the flow. He wanted to see if this 

path was "tailor-made" for him! 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

The Thunder God's seal appeared. The Lightning in the Dark clouds above came toward ye chen as if it 

was affected by the Thunder God's seal. 

"Good!" 



Ye chen was overjoyed. When he saw the attraction of the lightning, he knew that he had made the 

right bet. The guidance of the Holy monument was to a large extent to allow him to perfect the power 

of the nine Thunder God Dharma. 

Although the nine Thunder God Dharma laksana were powerful and complete, they were only the 

products of a low-level tribulation. If they were left at the level they were subdued at the time, their 

power would be less and less useful. Only by letting them continue to ascend would they have a better 

effect. 

"Go!" 

Ye Chen's fingers locked onto the dharmic seal between his brows, then he suddenly pushed it forward. 

Suddenly, a pure Thunder God's power rushed toward the lightning barrier in the clouds. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

Thunder and lightning shot in all directions, and the wind and clouds surged. Above the clouds, a purple 

lightning Lion appeared! 

"Roar!" 

The purple lightning lion's eyes were like lightning. The entire space trembled as it locked onto ye Chen's 

position. 

"Hahaha, it's been so many years. I can't believe someone has come to the Buddha Emperor Peak. And 

it's so delicious. Hahaha!" 

The purple lightning Lion revealed a greedy look. It was obviously a super ferocious beast that had 

already awakened its intelligence. It immediately noticed the Thunder God seal between ye Chen's 

brows. This was the ultimate treasure that it had been dreaming of! 

Chapter 2209 Seven-Star Lock! 

"Hahaha, you treasure hunters, have you ever thought that you might be the treasure of the Buddha 

Emperor Peak and how many elves are waiting for your arrival?" 

The purple lightning Lion sneered at ye chen. 

Looking at the behemoth in front of him, ye chen gradually understood that many powerful beasts 

might be imprisoned in the Buddha Emperor's cultivation ground. These beasts were waiting for the 

strong cultivators who had intruded. The strong cultivators regarded them as opponents to seek 

treasure, while the beasts regarded the strong cultivators as prey. 

"Purple lightning Lion, I've heard that you've cultivated to a very high level and have formed a Thunder 

Core in your body, which can help cultivators control the heavenly Thunder. Is this true?" 

Ye chen ignored the purple lightning lion's threat. Instead, he asked about the Thunder Core. 

"What?" 

The purple lightning Lion did not expect such an action."Is this kid an idiot? how could a mere true 

immortal realm cultivator ask about the Thunder Core instead of worrying about my life?" 
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"Hahaha, brat, you're not thinking of getting the core of lightning in my body, are you?" 

"What do you think?" 

Ye chen revealed a cold smile. He looked at the purple lightning Lion as if he had seen the treasure he 

had been searching for. He had finally found it without much effort. 

The moment these two hunters, who were equally confident, met, it would be the most exciting battle. 

"Very good. I admire your spirit. But boy, on this Buddha Emperor Peak, your only path is to die!" 

The purple lightning lion's brows furrowed and a murderous aura surged out of its eyes. This murderous 

aura was like blood as it charged toward ye chen. Following that, the power of countless Thunderbolts 

turned into weapons and slashed wildly. 

The blood lightning power turned into a passage, extending toward the purple lightning Lion. 

"Roar!" 

The angry roar that reeked of blood shattered the peaks in the surrounding space and turned them into 

dust. 

That kind of impact force could completely suppress a Mystic immortal expert. In the face of such a 

violent force, ye Chen's eyes narrowed and he threw out both fists. 

"Dragon Fist splitting Thunder Strike!" 

Since the other party was so arrogant and confident, ye chen would use the method that the other party 

was most skilled at to defeat him. It was the power of nine thunderclaps. 

"Hahaha!" 

Sensing ye Chen's divine Thunder Power, the purple lightning Lion laughed wildly. Then, it stretched out 

its sharp claws. Suddenly, a huge vortex of lightning appeared. Ye Chen's Thunder splitter automatically 

flowed into the vortex and could not hurt the purple lightning Lion at all. 

"What a foolish human. You actually used the nine rays of the Thunder God to deal with me. Very well, 

this is the power that I need. Now that I have obtained the power of the Thunder God, I will let you 

witness the true Thunder God!" 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

The purple lightning lion's entire body was exuding an extremely powerful lightning power. Moreover, 

the power this time was on a completely different level from before. Even the quality had undergone an 

astonishing change. This was because the purple lightning Lion had absorbed the heavenly Dao Thunder 

God's power and fused it with its own Thunder Core, causing a qualitative change in the lightning power 

in its body. Relying on the advantage of its innate Constitution, it was now qualified to use the heavenly 

Dao Thunder God's power. 

"Human, only the purple lightning Clan can control the heavenly Dao Thunder God." 



The electric current on the purple lightning lion's back grew stronger and stronger. Two wings appeared 

on its back. 

"The winged Thunder God!" 

He let out a furious roar and infused the power of the Thunder God into his wings. He flew up to the 

nine Heavens as if the Thunder God had come personally. The might of his intimidation was 

unparalleled. 

In the face of such power, ye chen sneered. 

"Ha, very well. I'll give you some benefits so that you'll get carried away and release your strongest 

power. Now that I've confirmed that your core of lightning can indeed fuse with the nine thunder gods, 

there's no need to hold back." 

"What?" 

The purple lightning Lion was furious. It did not believe that ye chen had deliberately released the 

Thunder God's power. This was definitely not real and was just an excuse. If he had used it to Bluff, ye 

chen would definitely fall into its control and would still be a trapped beast. 

Ye chen was expressionless as he looked at the purple lightning lion's surprised expression. A pair of Yin 

Yang wings appeared on his back and his celestial demon power surged out. 

"Since you like flying, let's do aerial combat!" 

Ye chen spread his wings and similarly ascended to the nine Heavens. Then, he faced the purple 

lightning Lion. 

Both of them were Masters who had mastered the Thunder God's power. One relied on his talent and 

luck, while the other relied on his innate Constitution. Whoever had the upper hand would be the final 

winner. 

"Thundering palm!" 

Ye chen struck first and sent out palm prints with both palms. Suddenly, countless palm prints flickered 

in the space in front of him. Each palm contained the purest heavenly Dao Thunder God's power. 

"Hahaha, what an idiot. I told you, using the Thunder God's power is a big gift to me!" 

"Then you should accept it!" 

"As you wish!" 

The purple lightning Lion once again released a Lightning Vortex. All of the Thunder God's power 

entered the vortex and was absorbed by his Thunder Core. 

However, this time, ye Chen's divine will was hidden in the Thunder God's power and had already 

entered the Thunder Core. 

"Something's wrong!" 



Suddenly, the purple lightning Lion covered its body with its hands. It had sensed the existence of ye 

Chen's divine consciousness and was furious. 

"How is it?" 

Ye chen asked with a smile. 

"You dare to trick me? I'll let you die!" 

"All's fair in war, you're too stupid!" 

Seeing that his plan had succeeded, ye chen activated his divine will. Suddenly, the purple lightning Lion 

felt the Thunder Core in its body begin to vibrate and disobey its orders. This was because ye Chen's 

divine will was constantly using the thundering palm. 

Moreover, the Thunder God's energy that the purple lightning Lion had absorbed earlier was now all 

added to ye Chen's divine consciousness, causing the environment within the Thunder Core to become 

even more tragic. 

"Ah!" 

The purple lightning Lion issued a mournful roar. Its whole body was constantly twisting and colliding. 

The surrounding peaks were constantly shattered by the lion's massive body. Boulders fell and chaos 

ensued. The power of thunder and lightning shot out in all directions. It was obvious that due to ye 

Chen's psyche, the purple lightning lion's self-control system had a problem. 

"If you want the Thunder God's power, I'll give it to you!" 

Ye Chen's palms faced forward and nine Thunder God's shadows appeared behind him. The powerful 

Thunder God's power rushed out. 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

The boundless Thunder God's power, the explosion of the universe, and the destruction of the starry sky 

all covered the purple lightning lion's body. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

"Ah!" 

The purple lightning lion's entire body began to tremble in this Thunder Power. The inside of his 

Thunder Core had become chaotic. He was no longer able to absorb the Thunder God's power through 

his Thunder Core. This Thunder God's power had become his doomsday. 

His entire body's bones and armor were shattered by the Thundergod's power. His meridians reversed, 

and he couldn't even control his own power of lightning. 

"I want you dead!" 

In this desperate situation, the purple lightning Lion unleashed its strongest potential and forcibly 

reversed the power of the Thunder Core. All its own psyche flowed toward the Thunder Core in an 

attempt to destroy ye Chen's psyche. 



"Ha, it's that simple?" 

"Eight-gate divine disc, Suan ni, seven-star lock!" 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

In the starry sky, the Big Dipper converged and shone on the eight-gate divine disc. Countless Starlight 

converged into a chain that bound the purple lightning Lion! 

Chapter 2210 2215-Loss Of Five Senses! 

Eight gates shine on seven stars, the divine Art lock the lion! 

For a moment, the purple lightning Lion was under ye Chen's complete control with the eight gates 

divine disc and the seven Star lock, triggering the lion's final resistance. 

"Damn it!" 

The purple lightning Lion could only continue to generate the power of its Thunder Core in an attempt 

to break free. However, this power was being used by ye chen, who was constantly infusing it into the 

eight gates divine disc. 

Waves of electricity were conducted from the seven Star lock into the eight-gate divine disc's door and 

then into ye Chen's Thunder God Dharma power. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

As the power of the purple lightning poured in, the Thunder God's Dharma power became stronger and 

stronger. Finally, the power of the purple lightning formed a large electric ring of light that floated 

behind the Thunder God's Dharma power. The power of the Dharma power was so great that the world 

was burning! 

"Purple lightning Lion, your doomsday has arrived." 

"B * stard, a puny true immortal dares to speak so arrogantly? I'll let you die without a burial ground. " 

,m The purple lightning Lion still wanted to fight like a trapped beast. It swept its huge tail and a cutting 

current rushed straight at ye chen. 

"Ha, a small trick!" 

Faced with the extremely powerful attack, ye chen opened the life gate of the eight divine discs. In an 

instant, the life force was endless and formed a Grand heavenly spirit seal that lay in front of him. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

The sweeping lightning rushed over but was instantly blocked by the heavenly spirit dharmic seal. The 

Buddhist incantation continued to convert the electric energy. 

"Momo, Momo, Momo ..." 

Under the influence of countless Buddhist words, not only was the electric energy converted, even the 

ferocious nature of the purple lightning Lion was suppressed, which made him feel very surprised. 
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"Ah, ah!" 

He felt his head in a mess, as if it had been hit by a hammer at the same time. He felt dizzy, and he had 

no will to fight. 

"Nether King's star picking hand!" 

Seeing that the time was right, ye chen released the nether King's star plucking hand. The Grand Palm 

imprint directly entered the purple lightning lion's body. His flesh and blood were stripped away, and his 

bones were shattered. Under the forceful excavation of the nether King's star picking hand, his lightning 

core finally revealed itself. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

The power of the core of Thunder shot out in all directions, constantly attacking the ground in all 

directions. Ye chen grabbed it with his big hand and brought it back to himself. 

"This is the core of lightning!" 

Ye Chen's eyes were burning. He activated the Thunder God Dharma form and fused it with the power 

of the Thunder Core. 

"No, no, my lightning core!" 

At this moment, the purple lightning Lion finally realized the true danger. Ye chen was not just talking. 

He could really take its Thunder Core. 

"Purple lightning Lion, you're finished!" 

The Thunder God phenomenon extended its palms toward the core of Thunder. The core of Thunder 

hovered between the palms of the Thunder God phenomenon, releasing endless electric energy. These 

were the results of the purple lightning lion's thousands of years of cultivation and all belonged to ye 

Chen's Thunder God phenomenon. 

"Phew ..." 

In the arms of the Thunder God Dharma power, the power of the Thunder God of the heavenly path was 

infused into the core of Thunder. Suddenly, thunder and lightning appeared in the sky. The core of 

Thunder finally turned into a stream of light and rushed into the forehead of the Thunder God Dharma 

power. 

After absorbing the power of the core of Thunder, the Dharma form of the Thunder God ascended, and 

its power increased by a hundred times. The power of the heavenly way was all drawn into the Dharma 

form. 

At this moment, the purple lightning Lion had lost its lightning core and its entire body was weak and 

powerless. Moreover, it was bound by the seven Star lock, so it had no way of resisting. He had been 

unrivaled and arrogant before, but now he was like a dog, prostrating on the ground. This was the 

consequence of defying the heavenly Emperor. 

"Purple lightning Lion, you have failed!" 



"So what? you bastard, I still have Qi in me, and I'm going to kill you!" 

"I didn't expect you to still not repent under such circumstances. What's the use of keeping you!" 

Ye Chen's eyes flickered with lightning. Like a poisonous Dragon emerging from the abyss, he burst out 

madly and rushed toward the purple lightning Lion. 

"Ah!" 

The purple lightning Lion cried out in pain. Without the protection of its Thunder Core, how could it 

resist ye Chen's Thunder God's power after his Ascension? all the bones in its body cracked, its 

meridians flowed backward, and blood burst out of its body. It died on the spot! 

The battle between ye chen and the purple lightning Lion had triggered a natural phenomenon. 

Although no one could see the actual situation, they could feel this power. Many powerhouses realized 

that there were still people who had begun their own treasure-seeking journey and had even obtained 

treasures. This made everyone even more anxious. 

"I'm going to tighten my movements!" 

"Someone has already started the test. Such a Grand phenomenon, what a treasure!" 

"Time is of the essence. We can't lose to anyone!" 

Many experts increased their speed, hoping to find their own opportunities and treasures. 

With the Thunder God's power hidden, ye chen continued his journey. 

Passing through the peak guarded by the purple lightning Lion, ye chen continued to advance toward 

the top of the Buddha Emperor Peak. Soon, he was halfway up the peak. 

On this spacetime mountain path, between the hanging rocks and cliffs, Buddha statues appeared one 

after another. Each of these Buddha statues had a Buddha Pagoda statue on their palms. This 

phenomenon was very unique. 

"Visrava, Visrava ..." 

Suddenly, the pronunciation of Vira a kept echoing in the space, which made ye chen cautious. 

Visha was the pagoda-bearing Heavenly King of the Buddha realm. Could it be that what he was seeing 

was the reflection of Visha? 

Ye Chen's eyes were slightly cold as he swept his gaze across the statues in all directions. He condensed 

Qi with his sword fingers and was ready to test the waters. Since this path had led him here, it was 

definitely not a coincidence because this was also the intention of the Holy monument. 

Ye chen walked forward step by step. With each step, he could sense the changes in the Buddhist 

Dharma in his surroundings. There was no change in the first few steps but as ye chen approached the 

statues, he felt the sacred monument begin to shake. At the same time, the Buddha statues began to 

emit a Buddhist light. 

The Buddha's light seemed dim, but it gradually grew stronger as if there was no end to it. 



"Buddha cloud killing sword!" 

Ye chen pointed with his sword finger and the slaughter Sword was drawn. A murderous aura filled the 

entire mountain peak. 

"Phew ..." 

At this moment, as if sensing the existence of killing intent, one of the Buddha statues actually opened 

its eyes. Then, the pagoda in its hands bloomed with light. 

"Visrava, Visrava ..." 

The Buddha voice became even more powerful and even interfered with ye Chen's hearing. It made his 

ears extremely uncomfortable and his body began to resonate. This was not good news. 

"Ah!" 

Ye chen roared. His Foundation exploded and forcefully cut off the resonance between the Buddha's 

voice and his body. Otherwise, his body structure might be destroyed. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Crack, crack, crack! 

At this moment, the mountain collapsed and the earth cracked. The first statue had officially opened. It 

was like a giant Buddha walking toward ye chen. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The pagoda released a golden light. The golden light blinded ye Chen's eyes and cut off his vision. 

His sense of hearing and sight were greatly affected. It was clear that his five senses were the target of 

the pagoda. 

"You want to stop me just like that? ridiculous!" 

Ye chen closed his eyes and ears and continued to move forward. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

At that moment, the other Buddha statues activated their movement modes. Each Buddha statue had a 

Pagoda in its palm. There were a total of 24 Buddha statues and 24 pagodas at the same time. 

"Visrava, Visrava ..." 

As all the Buddha statues he wanted were unsealed, ye chen faced the strongest interference. Not only 

did his hearing and vision disappear, but even his taste and touch disappeared. 

 


